BatSource.net
Bat Shaving Order Form and Disclaimer
Contact information and return address
Make sure to make as legible as possible.
Name_________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________
Phone Number_________________________________________
Email Address_________________________________________
Method of payment_____________________________________
(IE: paypal/money order ECT…)

Bats being sent please be specific on what
work you want done
Bat 1_________________________________________________________
(Type of bat size and weight of bat being sent)
Bat 1_________________________________________________________
(List all work you want done to the bat)
Bat 2_________________________________________________________
(Type of bat size and weight of bat being sent)
Bat 2_________________________________________________________
(List all work you want done to the bat)
(If sending more then 2 bats print out an additional form)

Disclaimer
I understand that I assume all responsibilities and
risks for any alterations made to the bat. The
Batsource.net shaves bats for exhibitions, home
run derbies and outlaw leagues where it is allowed
to use altered bats. Shaved bats may potentially
harm other players and the user assumes all risks
and responsibilities if anyone is injured with our
bats. By signing below you agree to these terms.
Important read below:
This disclaimer must be signed and sent in with
the bats. If not the payment will be cashed and
return shipping charges and a check will be issued
for the remaining balance. The bats will be
returned with no work done.

Signature___________________________

Warranty

Batsource.net is not responsible in any way if
slight alterations have to be made to the bat in
order to accomplish the shaving process. It is very
possible the balance of the bat will feel different
than when stock due to material being removed
and end load added back in. There is no warranty
if cracking or denting occurs after shaving the bat.
It is recommended that very little batting practice
after the work has been performed. Also do not
use the bat in under 60 degrees; following these
guidelines will help prolong the life of your bat.

